Always accessible.
New Busch-powerDock – the charger without a jumble of cables.

For the fastest charging of both USB-C and Apple mobile terminal devices.
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SMARTER HOME

Busch-powerDock
Smart and convenient charging
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Perfect location for smartphones.

The Busch-powerDock with charging cradle serves for the direct charging of USB-C devices as well as the following Apple devices: iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 7, iPhone SE, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5, iPod touch (6th generation), iPod nano (7th generation).

Invitation to charge.

Busch-powerDock, Busch-Radio BTconnect and loudspeaker insert. Harmoniously integrated into the switch design, and, if desired, the Busch-Radio BTconnect even switches itself on and off together with the light.

The Busch-powerDock offers each of your terminal devices a fixed position in your home for charging. The Busch-powerDock with its simple elegance blends in with every environment.